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emerging mformatlon mtensrve apphcatlons
The work described m this paper, mvolves the development of a hagh performance multilevel concurrency control protocol that takes
advantage of the opemtaon semantacs, 1.e , the synchromza,
tlon properties of the operations, and operataon structure,
1 e , the hierarchical structure of the operations
In the context of the work described m this paper, we
define complex anformataon systems as those that need to
support one or more of the following features

Abstract
For next generatron mformation systems, concurrency control mechanisms are reqmred to handle hrgh level abstract
operatrons and to meet kgh throughput demands The currently av8rlable smgle level concurrency control mechamsms
for reads and w&es are madequate for future complex mformatron systems In ths paper, we wrll present a new multrlevel concurrency protocol that uses a semantms-based notion of con&ct, whmh is weaker than commutatlvrty,
called
recover&My.
Further, operatrons are scheduled according
to mlatsue conptct, a confbct notion based on the structure
of operations.
Performance evaluation vra extenfnve simulation studms
show that wrth our m&level
concurrency control protocol,
the performance rmprovement 1s significant when compared
to that of a sinde level twaphase locking bssed concurrency
control scheme or to that of 8 multdevel concurrency control
scheme based on commutatlvlty
alone. Further, simulation
studies show that our new multilevel concurrency control
protocol performs better even with resource contentron
1

Control

1 Abstract opemtaons- Fauhties exmt to define data abstractlons, hence the operatrons m complex mformatlon
systems are not just reads and umtes but are arbahwy
Confhct between operations depends upon the semantms of the operations.
2. Complex Opemtaotaa- Due to the increasing complexity of apphcatrons, the operations issued by transactrons are not simple. High level abstract operations
are decomposed mto sub-operations
and these sub
operations are further decomposed into ampler operations.

Introduction

Thus, in systems supportmg complex operations, we have
operations at various levels, and at each level, operations
have speufic synchronization
properties. Concurrency control at the leaf level alone, although correct, as we will see, IS
unnecessarily restrictive
Thus, a multilevel (M-L) approach
to the problem of concurrency control seems not only natural but also necessary to meet the high throughput demands
in complex information systems
Tradlhonally,
single-level and multi-level
concurrency
control protocols use conflmt notions based on the commutativity
of operations.
In this paper, we oplll present a
new muItaIeueI concurrency protocol that uses a semanticsbased notion of confhct, which 1s weaker than commutatlvrty, called recouerabalaty Further, operations are scheduled
according to relataue cotajlact, a confbct notion based on the
structure of operations
The performance of various protocols 1sevaluated through
extensive slmulatlon studies The performance characterlstms of these protocols 1s exammed by comparmg the performance to a multilevel protocol based on commutatlvlty
as well as to that of single level protocol based on lockmg
Recent studies have shown that the performance of concurrency control strateges 1s sensitive to assumptions about
resource contention m the system [l] Hence, the lmphcatlons of resource contention on multilevel semantics-based
concurrency control protocols proposed m this paper are examined In the rest of this section, we provide an mtroductlon to recoverablhty, multi-level concurrency control, and
relative conflicts

For the next generation mformation systems, concurrency
control mechamsms are required to handle high level abstract operatrons on complex objects and to meet high
Examples of apphcatlons requiring
throughput demands
the support of complex mformation systems include office mformation systems (OH), stock trading databases, Software
Engmeenng, CAD/VLSI,
and real-trme systems. Most of
these apphcatlons are complex, reqmre high performance,
and are not well supported by exlstmg database management systems where the operations are just reads and wrates
on unaform sets of data kke tuples and records [20,21, 22, 231
Tradltronal approaches to concurrency control are highly mefficient for these types of databases because they Ignore
much of the semsntlc mformatlon that 1s avalable m the
l Work supported
m part by Henry Rutgers Research Fellowship award
‘Work supported m part by NSF under grant DCR
85000332.
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Computation

Recoverability-based
Conflict
Resolution
In protocols 1n which con&t of operations 1s based on commutatlvlty, an operation o, which does not commute with other
uncommitted
operations will be made to wait until these
conflicting operations abort or commit
We would clearly
prefer the operations to execute and return the results as
soon as possible mthout wmt1ng for the the transactions 1nvokmg the conflicting operations to comrmt In our scheme,
non-commuting
but recoverable operations are allowed to
execute concurrently, but the order 1n which the transactions 1nvokmg the operations should commit 1s fixed to be
the order 1n whmh they are invoked If o1 1s executed after
o,, and o, 1s recoverable relataue to o,, then, 1f transactions
T, and T, that invoked or and o, respectively commit, T,
should commit before T, Thus, based on the recoverab111ty
relatlonshlp of an operation with other operations, a transaction invokmg the operation sets up a dynamm commit
dependency relation between itself and other transactions
If an invoked operation 1s not recoverable with respect to
an uncomrmtted operation, then the 1nvokmg transaction 1s
made to wrut For example, consider a curate operation that
1s invoked by T, after a read operation has been executed on
a page by T, These two operations do not commute, but 1f
the wrate and the readoperatlons are forced to commit 1n the
order they were invoked, then the execution of the read and
wnte operations 1s sermhzable 1n commit order Further, 9
either of the transactions 1nvokmg these operations aborts
the other can still commit
What makes recoverability an
attractive concept 1s that 1t permits more concurrency than
commutatlvlty
while retammg the positive feature of commutat1v1ty, namely, avoiding cascading aborts
Cascading
aborts are avoided because even 9 one of the transactlolls
involved 1n a comrmt dependency aborts, the other can still
commit
Transactions can invoke operations on several obJects
Tlus leads to a problem We must ensure that the executions
on different obJects agree on at least one serialization order
for the committed transactions
To determine whether the
execution 1s sermhzable we have to ensure that the commit
dependency relatlonshlp 1sacyclic This 1s similar to the validation phase 1n opt1mmt1c protocols [14] If a transaction
wanting to commit 1s 1n a commit dependency cycle then
that transaction 1s aborted.
Multilevel
Concurrency
Control:
In complex information systems, high level operations are translated into
sequences of lower level operations, where each level has 1ts
own set of operations
Thus, operations at one level considered as transactions issue suboperatlons at lower levels,
which can invoke further sub-operations and so on Consider
the example shown 1n Figure 1 Each ancrement operation
on a counter 1s implemented as 8 read of the initial value followed by a wrate of the new value In the first computation,
a read of the second ancrement 1s interleaved between read
and wnte of the first ancrement Since a read and a wnte
operation on the same element conflict, wl(x) confllcts wit11
r2(x) and hence a dependency between these sub-operations
of the increments 1s formed Slmllarly, w2(x) conflicts with
rl(x) formmg a dependency between rl(x) and w2(x). We
are interested 1n the correctness of the computation result1ng from the concurrent execution of ancrement operations
Thus concurrent operations should inherit any confllct111g
dependencies among their sub-operations
The increment
operations 1n Computation
I inherit cyclic conflict dependenues implying that the sub-operations were not executed
atormcally In this case, this results 1n a lost update Hence
1n this concurrent execution, the speclficat1on.z of the two
ancrements are not met, and so Computation I 1s unacceptable However, 1n Computation II, the sub-operations of m-
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crements are not interleaved, and the increment operations
inherit acyclic conflict dependencies
Since two ancrements
commute, they do not conflict, and either order of execution
1s equivalent to 8 serial execution
In order to avoid mutual dependencies and allow only
sermhzable executions of top level transactions, nested two
phase protocols have been proposed [15, 17, 251. These multlevel concurrency protocols allow more concurrency than
standard two phase lockmg whmh requires leaf level operations to acquire locks and retam them until the top-level
transaction completes However, in a multilevel concurrency
control protocol, the leaf level locks are retamed only until
their parent operation completes Thus, locks are retamed
over a shorter duration 1n this scheme than 1n a single level
concurrency control scheme Hence, multilevel protocols potentmlly provide enhanced concurrency In these nested protocols, concurrency 1s controlled at each level, and they are
based on lockmg to execute an operation on an obJect, a
transaction must acquire a lock approprmte to that operation at a given level 1 Since operations are composed of
nested sub-operations, 1n these protocols the execution of
each operation results 1n a number of locks being acquired
for the sub-operations at 1 - 1 Here we assume that level n
corresponds to top-level transaction and level 1 corresponds
to leaf-level operations
A lock 1s granted 1f there no other
conflicting lock 1s held on that obJect A lock acquired by
an operation prevents other conflicting operations from being executed until the lock 1s released Further, locks at a
given level can be released when the parent operation commits without having to wrut until the top level transactions
complete Thus, the duration of a level 1 lock acquired by an
operation 1s from the time 1t 1s acquired until the completion of its parent at level I+ 1 Once an operation releases
a lock, 1t cannot request further locks Finally, the locks
corresponding to the top level operations are released by
the transaction that 1mt1ated the operations
Thus, locks
are acquired 1n a top-down manner and released bottom-up
These nested two phase protocols are sufficient to guarantee
correctness (senahzab111ty) of top-level executions Further,
1n these protocols, two operations conflict 1f they are noncommutang 111this paper, we present a multi-level protocol
based on the conflict notion of recoverab111ty
Relative
conflict among sub-operations
of a complex operation.
Consider Computation I 1n Figure 1 following a nested two phase protocol
When r2(x) 1s requested, a read lock 1s granted but this read lock forces
wl(x) to wrut In the conventional sense this can be termed
a deadlock but 1t 1s interesting to point out that these cyclic
wa&s were generated not by user requests but due to requests stemming from the decomposltlon of operations into
sub-operations within the system Further, the posslhllty
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of cychc warts exists at every level’ Thus, m the context
of rmphut nested envrronments, the idea of executmg nonconflmtmg operations rmmedlately may not be a good idea
after all
The problem of deadlock among sub-operatrons of nonconflrctmg operatrons has been Ignored by most researchers
workmg on multilevel concurrency control protocols A better solution would be to prevent a mutual dependency wrthout getting into deadlocks or cychc warts Thus, a solutron
would be to make r2(x) wart until wl(x) completes and then
schedule r2(x). This 1s what happens m Computatron II of
Figure 1 In this case we say that r2(x) has a relattue con&t with rl(x), 1 e , r2(x) and rl(x) conflmt relatrve to the
parent of rl(x)
Makmg r2(x) wart even though rt does not
conflmt with rl(x) rn the conventronal sense has two slgmflcant rmphcatronz first, once wl(x) 1s allowed to complete,
a lock correspondmg to an increment operatron can be retamed on x thereby releasing read and write locks on x, and
secondly, cychc warts or deadlocks can be prevented Under
what crrcumstancea 1s rt useful to make a non-conflmtmg operation wart? What properties of the operatrons allows us
to make such a deusron? These are some of the questrons
we will answer in Section 4
Broadly speakmg, the mformatron about proscribed mterleavmgs of the sub-operatrons wrll be used to determine
relative conflict between the sub-operatrons
This informstron can be obtamed If the structure of the abstract operation 1s known so that the look-ahead mformatron can be
used to determine the srbhngs of a gven sub-operation.
In
the past, thrs view of antrcrpatmg future steps m smgle level
systems has been m some sense consrdered “unnatural”
[19].
However, m multrlevel operatrons this sort of mformatlon 1s
readily avarlable
The outline of the paper 1s as follows In Sectron 2, we
revrew some related work in this area. Section 3 provrdes
further detarls of recoverabrhty
In Section 4, we present
a semantics-based multilevel concurrency control protocol
that uses recoverabrhty
Section 5 describes how the mformatron about the operation structure can be explorted in
scheduling operations using relative conflmt In Sectron 6,
we describe the srmulatron studies used to evaluate the performance of multrlevel protocols Section 7 summarrzes the
results and outhnes some future work
2

Related

are classified accordmg to whether they farlure commute or
not
The term recoverabrhty also appears m [ll, 91 There the
recoverabrhty crrtenon defines a class of schedules m which
no transaction commits before any transaction on which It
depends However, the defimtrons are based on a free mterpretatron of the operations invoked by the transactrons
[18] That rs, each value written by a transaction 1s some
arbitrary function of the prevrous values read Hence, their
theory does not take mto account semantics of the mdrvrdual
operatrons For example, m their model, a transactron wntmg the sum of two values and another writing the moxrmum
of two values are mdrstmgurshable.
Defimtrons of conflmts based on serial dependency relations have been used m optrmrstrc concurrency control
schemes and multrversron timestamp schemes for abstract
data types m [12, 131 Two operatrons conflrct rf they mv&date each other
Thus defimtron 1s weaker than commutatrvrty which requires equivalence of states In order
to determine whether a given operation conflmts, a view 1s
constructed from the active operations to determine whether
the new operation produces a legal history Constructron of
a view 1s necessary because a restrrctrve but modular condrtron known as local atommlty 1s achieved m [12,13] Further,
the concurrency control protocols are single level applied to
simple operations and obJects
In thus paper we extend the concept of recoverabrhty as
a notion of conflict to multrlevel concurrency control Further, operatrons are scheduled accordmg to the new notion of
relative confhct which uses mformatron about the structure
of operatrons
Schedulmg operations according to relative
conflmt prevents some possrble deadlocks, thereby avordmg
unnecessary restarts.
3

Commutative

and

Recoverable

Operations

We wrll assume that each obJect has a type, which defines
a possible set of states of the obJect, and a set of pnmrtrve operatrons that provide the only means to create and
mampulate obJects of that type The speuficatron of an operation mdrcatea the set of possrble states and the responses
that will be produced by that operation when the operation
1s begun m a certam state Formally, the specrficatron 1s a
total functron S H S x V where S = ($1 , 92, } is a set
of states and V = (01, v2, . } 1s a set of return values For
a given state s E S we define two components for the specrficatron of an operation: retum(o, s) whmh 1s the return
value’ produced by operation o, and state(o, s) which 1s the
state produced after the execution of o

Work

A formal model to reason about the correctness of nested
computatrons was proposed rn [7, 61 Recently, a number
of researchers have proposed srmphfied models to prove and
state correctness criteria for multilevel concurrent computations [25, 17, 15, lo] In [25, 171 rt was shown that m
order to prove that a top-level computatron of a multrlevel
computatron 1s senahzable, it 1s sufficient to show level by
level senahzabhty,
and guarantee that the order of execution of operatrons 1s preserved m between levels Further, a
top down nested two phase loclang was proposed to a&eve
multilevel concurrency control. In [15] a formal model was
proposed for nested obJects whmh also corrected some problems that existed rn the model of [25] In [16], a bottom up
protocol was presented for nested obJects All these protocols use commutatrvrty
as a basis for defining conflicts
In [3] we mtroduced the notion of recoverabrhty
In [5],
we reported the performance of a single level concurrency
control algorithm unng recouerabhty
Recently, a specml
concurrency control technique based on failure commutatrve transactrons has been proposed for the XPRS system
[23] Fmlure commutatrvrty
1s an adaptatron of our nohon
of recoverabrhty but applied to transactions
Transactrons

Definition
1
For a gven state s E S consider op
eratrons or and oz such that or’s executron 111state s
1s rmmedrately followed by the executron of 02 We say
that operation 02 IS recouerabze relataue to operataon 01,
denoted by (02 RRI OI), lff for all s E S
return(oz, state(or, 8)) = return(oz, 8)
Intmtrvely, the above defimtron states that If 02 executes
Immediately followmg or, the value returned by 02, and
hence the observable semantics of 02, 1s the same whether
or not or executed tmmedrately before oz
Operatrons do not confhct rf they commute Operatrons
commute rf their effect on an obJect 1s independent of the
order m which they are executed
Tlus can be formally
stated as follows
‘It 1s assumed that every operation
least a status or condrtron code
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returns a value, at

Two operations 01 and 02 commute
for
all
states 8, state(oz, state(ol, 8)) = state(ol, state(o*, d)),
return(ol, 8)
return(ol ,state(oz, 8))
and
return(oz,s) = retuL(o~,state(o~,s))
Definition

2:

lf

Table 1 Commutatlvlty

for Set

Table 2 Recoverablllty

for Set

Lemma 1: If 01 and 02 commute then (02 RR1 01)
0
and (01 RR1 02)

From the lemma, we can make the followmg observations
First, Commutatlmty IS a eymmetrlc property whereas recoverablhty 1s not Secondly, commutativity Implies recoverablty So m the remammg sections, If we imply recoverability from commutatlvlty, we will expllcltly state so.
So far, (OSRR1 01) was used to denote the fact that 02 was
recoverable relative to 01 when 02 was executed lmmelately
after 01 We extend the concept to include the case where 02
1srecoverable relative to 01 m spite of mtervenmg operations
that have executed but have not yet comrmtted
3:
Consider a set of operations S =
,oR} such that VI<,<,, 0, <E ol+l (0, RR 01)
If the return value of on 1s the same whether or not 01
executed before on ( 1 e , not necessarily immediately
before) Hence on RR 01 ==+ oR RRr 01.
Lemma
2:
Given the set of operations S defined
above, If V I, 1 5 I< n, (on RRr 00 then (o,, RR 01).
Definition

two operations conflict If one of them 1s write However,
with recoverablhty, this notion of confict 1s weakened as
the only par of operations considered confllctmg 1s (read,
write) Thus, even for the read/write model of transachons,
the potential for parallelism increases under recoverablhty
semantics
We have considered, as examples, most commonly used
objects and as we can see from the tables recoverable operations are not uncommon Hence, we intend to exploit this
weaker notion m enhancing concurrency

(01,

Corollary:

VJ,l~l<no,RR~o~~Vl1~1<n

o,, RRol

Thus, we will consider two operations o, and o, to be
non-confllctmg If either 0, and o, commute or o, RR o,
(oJ 1s recoverable with 0,) Therefore, a give operation o,
can be allowed to execute concurrently If It commutes or IS
recoverable with all other uncommitted operations
3.1

Example

4

A Recoverability
Based Multilevel
Concurrency
Control
Protocol

Even for systems m which high level operations are decomposed mto sub-operations at several levels, tradltlonal
concurrency control demands that leaf level operations acquire locks and retam them until the top-level transaction
completes However, the multilevel protocols described m
Section 1 can be used to provide enhanced concurrency
While previous multllevel concurrency protocols consider
operations to conflict If they are not commutative, m our
scheme, conflicts between operations are determined based
on recoveralnhty The definition of recoverablhty, m Section 3, assumed that the operations were executed atomMX.U~by the system This assumption 1s valid for single
level systems However, In the case of a multilevel system
we can make that assumption only for leaf level operations
Thus, the multilevel protocols must ensure that mtermedlate level operations are m effect executed atomically If
operations are allowed to execute concurrently only If they
commute, then nested two phase protocols guarantee serlalizalxhty of top-level operations and atonuclty of operations Even with recoverabalaty we need to ensure that the
sub-operations are m effect executed atomically and that
the execution order IS preserved at all levels Recall that,
when recoverable operations are executed by transactions
they force commit dependencies; a transaction may commit
only after other transactions on which It depends comrmt
However, the semantics of the execution of the transaction
are not affected by the commit/abort of other transactions
with which It has a commit dependency Hence an operation
can complete execution even though It can commit (release
locks) only after all operations on which It depends termlnate, thus respecting the commit dependency relatlonshlp
In order to keep track of commit dependencies, recoverable
operations will have to acquire lists that are used to contam
the IDS of the uncommitted operations with which a given
operation 1srecoverable Before descrlbmg how both atom-

of a set

We will consider an obJect such as set. A set obJect provides
three operations ansert, delete, and member Insert adds a
specified item to the set obJect The parameter to Delete
specifies the item to be deleted from the obJect If the item
1spresent m the set, it returns Success,otherwise, it returns
Farlure Member determines whether a specified item is an
element of the set obJect Using a compatMity table we
will elucidate the type of dependencies that exist between
various operations Our derivation of the dependenues 1s
based on the defimtlons of commutativlty and recoverablhty
In the commutatlvlty table, If an entry IS Yes,it mdlcates
that the operations associated with that entry are commuta,
tlve, d the entry 1s No, It mdlcates that they are not. In the
recoverablllty table, If an entry 1s Yes, then the requested
operation assoaated with the entry is recoverable relative
to the executed operation associated with the entry A No
entry indicates that the requested operation 1s not recoverable relative to the executed operation A qual?fied Yes,
m particular, a Ye&P (Yes-DP), m&cates that the operations involved are commutative or recoverable dependmg on
whether the two operations have the Same input Parameter (Different input Parameter). We use the notation (a, b)
to mean an operation a is invoked when operation b has
been executed Thus m Table 1, (insert, insert) 1s commutative and m Table 2, (insert, member) IS recoverable Inserting two elements 1scommutative, so IS deleting different
elements Similarly, insert and member mvolvmg different
elements commute but do not commute when the specified
elements are the same However, insert 1s recoverable relative to member, as indicated by the Yes entry
The traditional notion of conflict on these obJecta such as
a page with only read and write operations has been that
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ruty of operatrons can be guaranteed and executron order
of operatrons can be preserved at all levels, some defimtrons
are needed

Table

Operation
Rezrsted

Definition
4:
A non-leaf level operation 1s sard to
have completed once rt releases all the locks and hats
acquired for the sub-operatrons (i e , all sub-operatrons
have completed)
An operation 1s sard to be an-progrecrs
rf any of its sub-operatrone haa not been completed
Definition
5: Two leaf level operatrons o, and o, are
non-conflmtmg rf o, and o, commute or o, RR 0,.

Note that m the above definrtron, for non-leaf level operatrons, recoverability 1s used only with respect to completed
operatrons 1 e , those operatrons all of whose sub-operatrons
have completed
This enaures that when a recoverable op
eratron 1s executed, Its effects are aa though the operation
executed atommally and further, the state changes and the
return values reflect the order of executron. Since this 1s
done at each level, the execution order of operatrone 1s pra
served at each level
We now present our new nested protocol that uses recoverability aa a barns for determmmg contlrcta In this nested
protocol, each operation is required to acqmre a lock or a
last depending upon the type of operation
Here are the rules of the nested protocol

5

either

a) the operation acqmres a lock rf rt commutes with
all exrsting operations or
b) the operation acqmres a hat rf the operation either commutes with other operations or rt is recoverable wrth other completed operatrons (rf rt 1s
a leaf level operation, rt should be recoverable with
other operations), where the Ztstcontama the ID’s
of the operatrons with whmh the given operation
IS recoverable
3. Once an operation releases a lock or a last It may not
acquire any more locks or Z&s
4. A lock acquired
time, however,
empty
5. When a lock or
released, Its ID
a member

Operation Executed
l Writ!:

,

Exploiting
Concurrency

Operation
Control

Structure

in ML

As mdmated m Section 1, m the context of multrlevel concurrency control protocols for complex operatrone, we need
to reexamme the conventronal wmdom of executing nonconflmtmg operations immedrately
We propose echedulmg operatrons wrthm a complex operation based on a new
notion called relatwe conplct, 1.e , conflmt between operations relattue to the (parent) operatrons that invoked them
For example, m the multrlevel computatron of Figure 1,
the sub-operatrons of rncrement operatrons should be noninterleaving to avoid deadlocks.
We define r&true conjltct as follows two non-conflmtmg
operations or and 02 have relative conflmt rff they cannot
be interleaved among the sub-operatrons of parent
and
parent
respectrvely, to ensure the correct executron of
parent
and parent
Note that multrlevel relatrve conflmt information for an
operation 1s dependent only on Its parent operation We ap
ply the defimtron of relative confbct only to operatrons and
sub-operations and not to transactrons
This 1s because,
assummg that relative conftct 1s applrcable to transactrons
rmplrea that transactrons have statrcally declared their op
eratron sets, an unnatural assumptron to make m most appbcatrone we are interested m. Thus, the notion of relative
conflmt uses mformatron only about operatton structure and
not transactton structure
It 1s rmportant to pomt out that the notron of relattue
conj?tct has srgmficant rmplrcatrons not only for schedulmg
complex operations but also for concurrency control m a tradtttonal database such as System R[2] System R uses page
level and record level lockmg
Thus we can consrder synchromzatron to be occurrmg at multiple levels The conflict
table for records 1s given m Table 3 A read operation on
a record 1s implemented by fetching the page to whmh the
record belongs Thus fetch operatron 1s denoted by fetch-R
A write operation 1s rmplemented aa fetching the page to
which the record belongs and storing the new value on that
page. These operatrons are denoted aa fetch-W and store-W
respectively
The relative conflmt table for a page 1s given
m Table 4.
Our scheduler, usmg relative conflmt, at the page level

1. If an operation request at a gven level conflmts i.e ,
IS non+xouerabZe, rt is delayed until conflmtmg operas
trons release them locks or lasts.
request 1s non-confbcting,

/7

table for a record

operatrons with mutual commrt dependencies cannot complete, there can be no cyclm conflmt dependenues at any
level of the computatron resulting from the use of recoverabrlity as a con&t
predicate
Thus, at each level there
are no inherited mutual dependencres due to conflmtmg suboperatrons
Further, at non-leaf levels, recoverabrbty, as a
notion of conflmt, is applied with respect to operatrons that
have completed
Thus, suppose two operatrons are consrdered as non-confbctmg because they are recoverable Then
all the sub-operatrona of one operatron are completed before any of the sub-operations of the other 1s invoked Thus
preserves the order of execution of the operatrons
In the next section, we will see how we can further enhance the concurrency obtamed by our protocol by explortmg mformatron about the operation structure

Definition
6: Two non-leaf level operatrons are nonconflmtmg d either 1) o, and 0, commute or 2) or RR
o, and o, has completed

2. If an operation

3: Conflrct

for an operation can be released any
a last can be released only when rt 1~
a Ztstcorresponding to an operation 1s
1s removed from all ksts m which rt 1s

The first 3 rules are the same as m the nested two phase
protocol of [15, 1’7; 81, with embellrehments to track dependencres due to recoverabrlrty. Rule(4) guarantees that operations complete m the order m which they form dependencies due to recoverable operations Note that m rule (2b), a
non-leaf level operation 1s consrdered conflmtmg d there 1s
an m-progress operation with which rt does not commute.
This 1s because, the notron of recoverabrhty for non-leaf level
operatrons 1s applied only with respect to completed oper%
tions
Here 1s a rough sketch of the proof of correctness of our
protocol Note that rule(4) guarantees that a given operation will complete (release all locks) only after the completion of any operation with which rt 1s recoverable Smce two
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Case I
Table

Kl

4 Relative

Requested

Fetch-R

conflict

for a page

Fetch-W

Store
r l&(

y)

.2&y)

Case II

will not allow two fetches to be executed concurrently when
one of the fetches 1s the child of a write operation on the
record Thus 1s because the scheduler knows that fetch for a
write will be followed by a store
Based on these ideas, we have developed a nested protocol, called ML-RC, that makes use of relattue conj?tct mformatron ML-RC 1s srmrlar to the nested protocol descrrbed
earlier m Section 4 In addition to acqmrmg and releasmg
locks appropnate to an operation, rt explorts a special type
of state that can be entered by an operatron, namely the
completed state w r t a particular object

r lm(

y)

r2(x) has relative conflrct with rl(x)
But r2(x) can proceed after updl(x) reaches the completed
state for object x
Figure
Transaction

Definition
7. An operation 1s m a completed state
w r t a particular object, rf all the sub-operatrons on
that object have been invoked

f(page

I

ML-RC

Transaction

r(rec)

An operation after entering the completed state w r t a
particular object may not request any more sub-operatrons
on that object Thus, we not only have a release phase for
locks but also an acquire phase for locks on mdrvrdual objects The reason for reqmrmg an operation to mdmate a
completed state w r t an object, after which rt may not request any more sub-operatrons on that object wrll be clear
when we drscuss the effect of usmg relattue cotafltct as a conflict predicate for schedulmg sub-operatrons
The sahent
rules for ML-RC are

w(rec)

f(page

Figure

Jb

3 Three

*b-w)

level system

pleted state on object x (denoted by c*(x)),
be allowed to execute r2(x)

1 Each parr of operations on a given level is classrfied as
conflicting or non-conflicting
2)

2 Nested protocol

At each level, for each requested operation test rf the
operation conflrcts with any of the active operatrons
If rt confhcts then delay the request If not, check rf rt
has relattue confitct with any of the operatrons If there
1s no relative conflmt, schedule the operation
Otherwise, check rf the parent of the operation has reached
the completed state for this object. If so, schedule the
operatron, else delay the request

6

Simulation

upd2(x,y)

can

Studies

The purpose of our srmulatron studies IS two fold First,
compare the amount of concurrency offered by a smgle
level concurrency control to that of a multdevel concurrency
scheme Second, compare the amount of concurrency offered
when both commutatrvrty and recoverabrlrty are used to determine conflicts as opposed to using Just commutativity
We will evaluate the performance of three protocols
the
first protocol, SL, 1s the single level protocol where transactrons acquire locks for leaf level operatrons and retam them
until the transactron completes The second protocol, MLC, 1s the multdevel protocol based on nested two phase lockmg that uses only commutatrvrty
m determmmg conflmts
The third protocol, ML-RC, 1s our new multdevel protocol that uses recoverabrhty m addition to commutatrvrty m
determmmg conflmts and relative conflmt for schedulmg op
erations
To srmphfy srmulatron studies, we examme a three level
system shown m Figure 3. The first level constrtutes transactrons, m the second level the operatrons are restricted to
be reads and writes on records, and m the third (leaf) level
the operatrons are fetches and stores on pages Each op
eratron request by a transactron 1s either a read or a write
operation on a record In determining the performance of
concurrency control protocols, we are interested not only m
the effect of data contention, but also m the effect of resource
(for example, CPU or I/O) contention on the performance
of semantics-based concurrency control protocols
Hence,
we have studied the effect of avarlabrhty of both mfimte re-

3) Once a completed state 1s reached by an operation on an
object, the operation may not request any more locks
on that object
4) Once an operation at a given level I has released a lock
rt may not obtam any more locks on any object at level
l-l

5) Once all locks are released at level I- 1, the operatron
retams Its lock at level 1 until rt 1s released by the parent
at level I+ 1
The reason for (3) 1s as follows A given operatron may have
sub-operatrons on multiple objects Wrthout the notron of
a completed state for a particular object, two operatrons
having relative conflmt wrll end up executing all therr suboperatrons senally However, the sub-operatrons of one operatron can be interleaved with sub-operatrons of the other on
different objects without gettmg mto cychc warts In order
to avoid the srtuatron of having to execute all sub-operatrons
sermlly (e g , Case I m Figure 2) we have introduced the notion of completed state on objects Thus 1s shown m Case
II of Figure 2, where once operation updl(x,y)
reaches com-
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Termmals

\

n

Figure

ongmates from any of the termmals If the number of active
transactlons 1s equal to the mpl level then the transaction
enters the ready queue, until another transaction commits
or aborts
The transaction then starts lssumg operation
requests We have conducted extensive slmulatlon studies
begmnmg with 10
for vm1ous levels of multlprogrammmg
all the way up to 200 with the number of termmals chosen
to be 200 The transaction length and the level of multiprogrammmg determine the overall transaction load The
transaction load 1s adJusted by changing the level of multiprogramming
For a gven level of multlprogrammmg,
dlfferent transaction lengths indicate different workloads Instead
of running the expenments with fixed transaction *mea, we
use a transaction mix conwstmg of transactions whose length
1s uniformly dlstnbuted random variable between 4 and 12
operations
If a requested operation 1s mcompatible with ongoing operations, the mvokmg transaction 1s blocked Deadlock detection 1s mltlated every time a transaction blocks A transaction 1s aborted if a deadlock 1s hacovered or else the transaction 1s made to wmt until the conflict 1s resolved The
deadlock detection algorithm uses both the wat-for graph
and the commit-dependency
graph mamtamed as hats to determme a whether a deadlock exists, as deadlocks may occur
due to both w&-for dependency and commit dependency
Transactions also abort due to cyclic commit dependencies
arising from executing recoverable operations
If a deadlock 1s detected, the transaction mvokmg the algorithm 1s
chosen as the victim and aborted
An aborted transaction
1s restarted immediately
A restarted transaction behaves,
with respect to operation mvocatlons, like a new, mdependent transaction
A blocked transaction 1s retrred every time
any transaction that issued a conilictmg operation on that
obJect completes
In the case where fimte resources are present, each nonleaf step reqmres a CPU for an interval of length cpu trme
and a leaf-level step reqmres a CPU for an interval of length
cpu.trme and disk access for an interval of length to trme
The total time for which these resources are used 1s equal
to step trme The parameter step trme 1s the execution time
of each operation
If an operation request 1s granted, after
the execution time of the operation, the operation invokes
sub-operations
Under the assumption of rnjinrte resources,
step ttme represents a constant service time for each operation Each step of a transaction at non-leaf levels requires
0 0075 sets of CPU time and each step at leaf level takes
0 0075 sets of CPU time and 0 035 sets of &sk access time
Thus, m the case of infinite resources for two levels each read
operation takes 0 05 sets and a write operation takes 0 0925
sets (0.0075 + 0 0425 + 0.0425) as it has two sub-operations,
a fetch and a store
We consider a CPU and two disks to constitute one resource unit The number of resource units 1s a model parameter resource unrt When a transaction needs a CPU, it
is assigned a free CPU from a pool of CPU’s, otherwise the
transaction w&s until one becomes free For the I/O part,
there 1s a separate queue associated with each disk When
a transaction needs to access a disk, It chooses a disk at
random and wruts m the queue of the selected disk until It
can be served [l] In order to study the effects of resource
related assumptions, we have repeated the experiments with
different number of resource units For the finite resource
case, resource contention manifests itself as w&ing for CPU
and disks
We assume that the probablllty
that a write operation
1s requested on an obJect 1s determined by the parameter
wnte probabrlrty chosen to be 0 3 Further, we assume, aa
m [24], that there 1s uniform access, that IS, the probability

1

4 Slmulatlon

model

sources and lnmted resources
6.1
The Simulation
Model
The parameters of the model, their meanings, and their
nommal values are hated in Table 5 The values of the
model parameters are slmllar to those m previous performance studies of lockmg protocols [24, l] The closed queuing model shown In Figure 4 1s a modified version of the one
used m [l]
There are a fixed number of terrnmals from which transactions originate The maxlmum number of active transactions m the system at any given time is the multiprogrammmg level, the mpl level A transactlon’a length 1s determined by the number of operations executed by It This parameter, the transactron Zength, 1s dlstrlbuted uniformly between mm length and max length so that the average transaction length 1s (mm length+maz
length)/2
A transactlon

Table

5 Simulation

parameters

Value
3
1500

Parameter
Num of levels
Database size

IO time
Resource units
Ext think time
Cornnut delay
Write probaluhty

and their values

I

0 035 sets
1., 5., and 00
1 sets
0 6 sea
03
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that a transaction chooses an object at each level to execute
an operatron 1s a uniformly drstrrbuted random variable between 1 and number of objects at that level Thus, when a
read operation is executed, a fetch sub-operatron IS generated The object on whrch this fetch sub-operation 1s executed 1s chosen as explamed above When a wnte operatron
IS executed, two sub-operations fetch and store are generated, whrch are executed m sequence on the same randomly
chosen object In thus study, the number of pages (at level
1) was chosen to be 500 and the number of records (at level
2) was chosen to be 1000 yreldmg a database srze of 1500
This database size was chosen to yreld good conflrct rates so
that mterestmg evaluatron of semantms based concurrency
control schemes can be obtamed
After a transaction completes, the termmal that issued
the transaction will mltrate a new transaction after a think
time grven by an exponentmlly dlstrrbuted random varrable
with mean ezt thmk trme. We do not model the detarls of
the overheads of the commit process; However, we take mto
account the cost of the commit process by mtroducmg a
delay called the commit delay for each commrt of a transaction Thus delay 1s fixed at 0 6 seconds The overheads
not considered m our model are the costs mvolved m mamtaming the commit-dependency
graph and the overheads of
recovery followmg an abort
6.2

Performance

retained until the operatron completes and not for the duratlon of the top-level transactron Thrrd, we mclude conflrcts
based on recoverabrlrty and use relatrve conflicts for scheduling sub-operations of non-conflicting operations
Infinite
Resources:
In this part of the slmulatlon, we
assume mfimte resources Frgure 5 shows throughput results for different values of multrprogrammmg
The throughput under all three protocols, namely SL, ML-C, and MLRC, mcreases wrth multrprogrammmg
level and after certam
level the throughput begms to drop as multrprogrammmg
mcreases The drop m throughput 1s due to thrashing resulting from very high data contention When the data contention increases, so does the blockmg due to denial of lock
requests and restarts due deadlocks, as a result of which the
throughput drops The maxrmum throughput 1s obtained
with ML-K
at mpl level = 100 As the multrprogrammmg
level 1s increased beyond mpl level = 50, the throughput
begins to drop for both SL and ML-C. However, thrashing
begns to occur at mpllevel = 100 for ML-RC Observe that
the throughput wrth ML-RC IS hrgher than both ML-C and
SL even wrth thrashng at high values of multrprogrammmg
Further, the relatrve improvement m throughput for ML-RC
increases as the level of multrprogrammmg
mcreases
The restart ratro and the blockmg rat.10 for various protocols, due to lack of space, are not shown here, but can be
found m[4]
Fuute Resources:
In thrs part of the srmulatlon, we
conducted experrments for two cases Frrst, for a database
with 5 resource units and second wrth only 1 resource umt
The 1 resource umt case models high resource contentron
and the 5 resource umts case simulates a multiprocessor
database
Figure 6 and 7 show the throughput
results for 5 and
1 resource umts respectrvely
Observe that the maximum
throughput 1s obtamed wrth ML-RC m both these cases
Further, the throughput obtamed wrth finite resources at a
given level of multlprogrammmg
1s smaller than the correspondmg throughput obtamed with mfimte resources This
1s to be expected as transactions will have to wart for resources to become avarlable before they can execute nonconflmtmg operations
In the case where only 1 resource
unit 1s present, the throughput 1s very low and thrashing
begms at mpl level = 25 This 1s because all the avarlable
resources are busy and resource contentron becomes the prrmary bottleneck

Metrics

The two mam performance metrics used m the evaluatron
are the throughput rote and the response trme(turnaround
time) The throughput rate 1s measured as the number of
transactrons that successfully complete or commit per second The average throughput induced by a concurrency
control algorithm will normally reflect the degree of concurrency allowed by that algorrthm* The better the concurrency
properties of the algorithm, the hgher the average throughput rate The response time m seconds 1s measured as the
difference between when a termmal submits a transactron
and when a transactron successfully completes
The time
includes any time spent m the ready queue and tame spent
due to restarts
Smce we are srmulatmg a closed queuemg system, the response time 1s the inverse of throughput,
hence, we do not expbcrtly show response trme
The other two metrms related to determmmg the usefulness of semantrcs m concurrency control are blockmg ratro
and restart ratio. Blockang ratao IS the average number of
times a transactron blocks per commrt This should give a
farr mdlcatlon of the conflmt m the system. The restart raho 1s defined as the average number of times a transaction
1s restarted per commrt
6.3

Simulation

6.4

Summary

of Simulation

Results

We now summarrze the srmulatron results as follows
The maxrmum throughput (and hence the mmlmum response time) occurs with ML-RC for varrous quantities
of avarlable resources

Results

We wrll study the performance of three different protocols, namely, SL, ML-C, and ML-RC The graphs m Figures 5 through 7 show the average results of 10 runs, where
each slmulatron was run till 50000 transactrons were completed to obtain sufficrently trght 90 percent confidence intervals. Though, the confidence mtervals are omitted from
our graphs, the confidence mtervals were wrthm the range
of a few percentage pomts of the mean value of the performance metrics shown m the various graphs The maxrmum
value of the confidence mterval was 3~2% points
Rrst, we determine varrous performance charactenstms
when strict two phase lockmg 1s used Here the locks for the
leaf level operatrons are retamed untd the top-level transaction completes Second, to determme the relatrve performance, we include conflmts defined based on commutatrvrty
m multilevel protocols, where locks for sub-operations are

The magmtude of relatrve improvement 1s proportronal
to the number of avarlable resources The m-mum
relatrve rmprovement occurs for infinite resource8 case
Further, for a given amount of resource contentron,
the improvement in performance of ML-RC increases
as data contention (1 e , multrprogrammmg
level) mcreases
Both multrlevel concurrency control protocols ML-C
and ML-RC out perform SL Thus, a more sophlstlcated semantrcs-based multrlevel approach to concurrency control 1s justifiable m complex mformatlon systems
The performance of our new ML-RC protocol 1s much
better than ML-C for varrous quantrtles of avarlable resource umts Thus, the r-aborts, due to cycbc commrt
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dependencres, do not negate the advantages of explortmg recoverabrbty based semantics.
7

t71 Beeri, C., Bernstem, P A , Goodman, N ,
and Shasha, D E
Concurrency control
nested transactions
In Proceedangs of the
nual ACM Symposaum on Pnncaples of
Computang, pages 45-62, August 1983

Conclusions

The conceptual contrlbutlons
of this paper be m (1) the
appbcatlon of the semantic notion of recouerabalaty, based
on the concurrency and recovery propertres of operatrons,
to multaleuel concurrency control, and (2) the development
of the notion of relataue conflact, based on the structure of
complex operations, to avoid deadlocks In addrtlon, from
a practmal vrewpomt, to our knowledge, thrs paper is the
first to report on performance evaluatron of multrlevel concurrency control protocols
Thus paper showed how sample semantics such as the synchromzatlon properties of operatrons and the structure of
operatrons can be used to enhance concurrency m complex
anformataon systems As our srmulatron studres &mate,
using semantics m multilevel concurrency control produces
apprecrable rmprovements m performance
In general, the
magnitude of the rmprovement 1s dependent upon both data
contention and resource contention
For a give amount of
resource contentron, the higher the data contention the better 1s the rmprovement due to use use of a sophlstrcated
semantics-based protocol such as ML-RC
The Improved performance Justifies the mcrease m the
complexrty of the protocols The overhead m terms of mamtmmng commit dependency mformatlon via a bst for each
recoverable operation can be Justified by the overall performance gam It 1s rmportant to note that, even m the case
where only commutmg operations are allowed to execute,
a wart-for-graph wrll have to be mamtamed
In our multllevel protocol, a wart-for edge may get transformed m to a
commit-dependency
edge due to a recoverable operatron
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